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DIRECTIONS: Identifying Supporting Details Read each main idea. Use your textbook to
supply the details that support or explain each main idea.

Main Idea: Latino Americans faced discrimination and segregation in the Southwest.

1. Detail: The numbers of Mexicans living in the Southwest steadily increased in the 1800s

because the United States where Mexicans lived.

2. Detail: Most Mexican Americans in the Southwest lived in , which

were a product of the region's history and discrimination against Latinos..

3. Detail: In the 1930s, federal officials launched a series of that

became known as the “repatriation.”

4. Detail: In 1954, the Eisenhower administration began a program that deported more

than Mexicans over a three-year period.

Main Idea: Latino civil rights organizations fought against discrimination.

5. Detail: The League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) ended

in public places in Texas.

6. Detail: The American G.I. Forum was founded to protect the rights of Latino veterans

who were denied medical services by the .

Main Idea: Organizations and protests led by Latinos were successful on many fronts.

7. Detail: Cesar Chavez and Dolores Huerta organized groups that cooperated in a strike

to demand , increased wages, and better benefits.

8. Detail: The groups founded by Chavez and Huerta to become the

United Farm Workers.

9. Detail: The new union continued a nationwide boycott of that

lasted until 1970, when growers finally agreed to meet their demands.

10. Detail: In 1969, protests by Mexican American Youth Organization (MAYO) led to cre-

ation of a program, in which immigrant students are taught in

their own language while they learn English.

11. Detail: A new political party called , or the “United People,”

helped to elect Latino candidates at the local level.

12. Detail: In 1969, students at the University of California at Berkeley staged a sit-in to

demand the creation of a program.
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